HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M.  Date: April 20, 2006

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

HB 429  DOWNS  ELECTEDOFFICIALS (Constitutional Amendment)
Makes secretary of state an appointive rather than elective position

HB 786  DOWNS  SECRETARY OF STATE  Provides for the appointment of the secretary of state

HB 488  MARTINY  TRANSPORTATION DEPT  Provides relative to the Hurricane Flood Protection Advisory Commission within the Department of Transportation and Development

HR 1  TUCKER (TBA)  HOUSE/RULES  Requires the question of consideration of a conference committee report to lie over until the next legislative day with certain limited exceptions (Subject to Rules Suspension)

HR 7  POWELL, M. (TBA)  HOUSE/RULES  Requires the question of consideration of a conference committee report to lie over until the next legislative day with certain limited exceptions (Subject to Rules Suspension)

HR 10  STRAIN (TBA)  HOUSE/RULES  Provides that, upon request, a conference committee report received on the last two days of the legislative session shall lie over for no less than thirty minutes (Subject to Rules Suspension)

HB 1140  MARTINY (TBA)  CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE  Creates the Louisiana Repository for Unidentified and Missing Persons Program (Subject to Rules Suspension)

HB 1051  CAZAYOUX (TBA)  ELECTIONS  Prohibits the secretary of state from engaging in certain political activities, except related to his own candidacy (Subject to Rules Suspension)

CHARLES D. LANCASTER, JR.
Chairman